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Agenda

During this webinar Miriam Sherin will discuss the 

research findings on the use of video for professional 

learning and share specific strategies that have been 

proven to make significant, lasting improvements in 

teacher practice. Jamie Lomax will share how her 

district has put these practices into action to provide 

equitable instruction for all students.
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Discover

 Specific uses for different categories of video

 How to create a culture that is open to, and 
motived by, the use of video

 Strategies to use before, during and after 
viewing video

 How to use video aligned to a rubric for 
improving teacher effectiveness 

 How video is being used to extend the value of 
in-person PD and collaboration amongst 
educators
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Exploring the Use of Video

 Video gaining ground as a way to improve 
teacher practice

 Is just watching video enough?

 What kind of videos should we use? 

 How do we encourage reluctant teachers?

 What strategies should be used before, during, and 
after viewing video? 

What does effective video-based collaboration 
look like?
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Key Findings

 Sustained reflection on video:

 Promotes changes in how teachers pay attention to 
classroom interactions

 Helps teachers learn to more effectively diagnose 
student thinking

 Helps teachers interpret the impact of pedagogical 
techniques

 Effective video-based programs draw from

 Authentic classroom video 

(Blomberg et al., 2013; Borko et al., 2008, Sherin & Han, 2004; Sherin, 

Jacobs & Philipp, 2011; van Es & Sherin, 2008)
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2 Broad Categories of Video
 Video of other teachers

 Expands our ideas of how teaching can be done

 Calibrates understanding of effective practice

 Video of your own practice

 Highly motivating for many teachers

 Provides a clear picture 

 Allows revisiting of instructional episodes

For both, in-depth reflection and collaboration support  significant, 
sustained improvement

(Gomez et al., 2008; Seidel et al., 2011; Sherin, 2000; Sherin & van Es, 2009)
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Supporting the Use of Video

Establishing trust is essential

 Teachers control with whom video is shared

 Goal to interpret, not judge, what’s going on

 Set clear purpose for video reflection

 Model the process

The goal is not to become perfect, but to 
continuously improve
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Strategies for Before Video Viewing

 Establish a safe environment for discussion

 Work together to choose a lens for viewing

 If viewing your own practice, set purpose prior to instruction

 Select clips for viewing

 How will video be captured?

 Who will select the video? 

 Preparing for viewing
 Provide background information, as needed

 Review protocol, if using one
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Strategies for During Video Viewing

 Focus on interpretation, not evaluation

 Base claims in evidence

 Look closely at students’ ideas

 Consider alternate interpretations of student’s thinking

 Consider alternate instructional strategies
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“What do you notice?”

“What’s your evidence?”

“What is Keisha saying?”

“What does Sam mean, “you chose 
six and then another four and ten?”

(Borko et al., in press; Santagata, 2011; Stockero, 2008; van Es, 2011)



Strategies for After Video Viewing

What might this mean for your teaching?

 Attend to classroom interactions in new ways

 Increase opportunities for students to share their 
thinking

 Listen to students’ ideas in the moment

 Consider own learning about teaching
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“Can you say that again?”

“Emil, come to the board and show us what you’re thinking.”

“Jose and Chloe, I think what you’re saying is similar.”

(Borko et al, 2008; Jacobs et al., 2010; Sherin & Han, 2004; van Es & Sherin, 2010)



Professional Vision

Teachers’ professional vision is the ability to 
make sense of classroom interactions in 
meaningful ways.

Viewing video with colleagues in a sustained and 
substantive way has been show to help develop 
teachers’ professional vision productively.
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About TPS 

Mission: To provide a quality learning experience 
for every student, every day, without exception 

 Accomplished by focusing on 5 core goals: 

 Safety & security

 Financial sustainability

 Student learning & performance

 Leadership sustainability

 Teacher effectiveness
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Major Initiatives

Teacher Leader 
Effectiveness

The Tulsa Model for 
Observation and Evaluation

iPD – Innovative 
Professional Development
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Tulsa Model Rubric
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Integrating Video: A High-Impact 
Strategy
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Tulsa Teaching Channel 
Teams Site

Our private, central platform for 
video-based collaboration



Getting Started With Video

Teaching Channel 

videos

 Tulsa-based 

exemplar videos

Teachers in need of 
improvement based on 
evaluation
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Moving from Evaluation to 
Supporting Effectiveness
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Gaining Momentum With Video

 From PLCs to Critical Friends Groups (CFGs)

 Highly structured

 Grounded in protocol and process to guide conversation

 Video can be central to CFGs

 Video libraries

 Video of teacher’s own practice
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CFGs within the School
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New Teacher Mentors
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Individual Coaching Partnerships: Groups Effective Practices: Discussions



High Flyers
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A look inside…



Learning to See
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 Evaluation Calibration

 Six Steps of Effective 

Feedback
 Leverage Leadership, Bambrick-

Santoyo

 Instructional Rounds
 Instructional Rounds in 

Education,  City, Elmore, 

Fiarman, & Teitel



Summary

 Video use evolves as trust increases

Process, protocols & collaboration are essential 
in order to see significant, lasting results

 Sustained reflection and learning how to notice 
are key

The goal is not to become perfect, but to 
continuously improve

The Teams platform is supporting us in all areas 
of integrating video into our professional learning
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Q&A and Resources

 Videos- Using Video Effectively: 

Research-Based Practices

Experts discuss 5 key themes

TeachingChannel.org/Teams > Why it Works> Research

 Teaching Channel Teams

Video-based professional learning platform

Watch Teams in Action!

AUSL & Educate Texas case study videos

TeachingChannel.org/Teams

 Link to recording and PDF of slides

www.TeachingChannel.org/Teams Email: teams@teachingchannel.org
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http://www.teachingchannel.org/Teams


Thank You!
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